Three Day Gateway to Garden Design Course
A taster course for those considering our One Year Professional Garden Design Diploma

More about this course
Tutor Caroline Tatham
Course details

Our three day Gateway to Garden Design Course is specifically aimed at those
considering attending our One Year Professional Garden Design Diploma
Course and perhaps a major career change.

This is a course designed to give you
a taster of life on our One Year
Professional Garden Design Diploma

Because we are committed to ensuring that every student is entirely sure about
joining our one year garden design diploma course, we encourage the attendance
of this course first. Should you later decide to enrol on the year course, the cost
of the three day course will be deducted from the price of the year course.

During the course you will have a chance
to really get to know us and experience
what it’s like to be a garden designer

You will have time to get to know us and the school and ask any questions you
may have in detail. You will also get to experience what day-to-day life is like
for a garden designer and get the feel for working in a creative studio.

If you are considering a career change
come and try out garden design and
see how it feels
Topics covered
●
●
●
●
●
●

Creative design exercises
Understanding sketchbooks
Introduction to garden design
Introduction to planting design
Examples and case studies
Drawing and using computers

What else
Your three days with us includes tea &
coffee
There are also lots of informative
handouts to take away

Caroline will be on hand every day to support and advise you and to help you
make the right decision about your future career.
There will be lots of examples of Caroline’s client work to see as well as
informative slide shows of real case studies showing gardens before, during
and after the design process.
If you are worried about drawing or using a computer, or perhaps that your plant
knowledge is an issue this course will present an opportunity to discuss these
worries with Caroline - who always has a supportive suggestion having been
through a career change herself.
There is no obligation or pressure to sign up for the longer course, and in our
experience you will have a fantastic time and really appreciate what it’s all about.
There are plenty of inspirational slide shows and informative handouts.
Tea, coffee are included but please bring a packed lunch with you. All levels of
previous experience welcome, including absolute beginners. Come and get to
know like-minded people and escape from your busy schedule to our lovely
rural location.
You will be sent a required equipment list ahead of your course, please do call
us if you need any support with this.
This course needs a minimum number of students to run.

